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10 September 1986
Dear Jean,

66-

I received your good letter upon my return
from the Language Origins 5ociety Meeting at Oxford
University where I spoke on the Hologenetic origins
of language with culture . Once given the Quantavolution Theory, from which the hologenesis theory
derives,,it is not difficult to extend it to
derives, it is not difficult to extend it th Primeval
bculpture or to Language .
a~
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Perhaps we can publish a revision of it for
our book . Let us keep it in mind . Perhaps you could
add titles to his bibliography and send the list
around so that others can add to it, and finally we
can publish the list in the book .
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I agree with you that the meeting& at Saignon
was pleasant and productive . y moment of anger was
precipitated when Licia asked me why the meeting was
falling into confusion ; the more significant fact was
my worry that the Mayor of Saignon, whom 1 had not met
before, might be offended by his being asked to
de:.onstrate the photocopier and to repair it by
strangers . For I rope to get :pore concessions for our
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a servant or acolyte but as a junior partner, and
Nr~ ,g~~ e ~~ -Rot to be cr dered around or kept from
One cf the rei..arkable reversals
of the Age is that the young are no longer revolutionary intellectually and scientifically and we lust
treasure the few who offer themselves .
I shall be writing J .E .Nusch and Ron Williams
about our book . we may hope that Lithioues will
publish it but in any everttthe book should be produced .
In any agreement with Lithiques, Please eet their
written assuarance that we .ay go ahead and publish
the work in any form, aau, if convenient, from the
pages of magazine print themselves, without re-composing
the whole work .
rcegards to your family fron Ami and myself
Sincerely yours,

,lfred
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